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FEDERALISM & SEPARATION OF POWERS
CONTROLLING THE “FOURTH BRANCH”: THE FIGHT AGAINST AGENCY CAPTURE MAY

BE A LOSING BATTLE
BY C. BOYDEN GRAY*

Separation-of-powers issues will always confront
politicians, judges and policymakers because the prin-
ciple of the separation of powers is so central to the con-
stitutional design: each branch will forever be poaching
on another branch’s turf, as illustrated by the Senate
Democrats’ recent bold assertion that a President needs
sixty votes to confirm a judicial nominee if any Senator so
decrees. The most difficult inter-branch problem, how-
ever, is much less glamorous and thus much more diffi-
cult to resolve—and that involves oversight and control
over the so-called “Fourth Branch” of government1 —the
“administrative state” made up of the many regulatory
agencies with alphabet titles like EPA, FDA, FCC and SEC.

The Fourth Branch Checked: Previous Reform Efforts
Rolled Back “Agency Capture”

There is not the space here to go into the history of
these agencies, the companion regime of antitrust law or
the development of the Administrative Procedure Act of
the late l940’s, which governs much of the relationship of
these agencies to the Congress, the White House and,
most importantly, the courts. Suffice it to say that much
of the initial impetus for agency regulation came from the
regulated community itself, as distinguished from con-
sumer groups or the public, and this legacy has signifi-
cantly influenced the behavior of the regulatory commu-
nity ever since.

In part as a result of the special interest parentage,
the regulatory agencies—part legislature, part enforce-
ment and part judiciary—were never established to be
directly accountable to any one of the Three Branches of
Government. Instead, they were designed to be self-con-
tained mini-governments of their own, responsive prima-
rily to the communities they regulate. These agencies were
thus not directly accountable to the voter and, not sur-
prisingly, went increasingly out of control.

For example, the impetus for the typical state
“PUC”—i.e., the electrical utility or telephone rate-set-
ting body often called a Public Utility Commission—came
from the electrical utilities themselves seeking protection
from what they perceived to be ruinous competition. The
same dynamic explains the ICC and the CAB, and even
some of the original support for the antitrust laws, as
some companies sought protection from competition that
benefited consumers and the public generally.

The phenomenon of agencies responding more to
the special interests they were supposed to regulate than
to the public has been called the problem of “agency cap-

ture.” Over time, this misuse of government authority by
private interests—sometimes also referred to by econo-
mists as “rent seeking”—has been pared back: we no
longer have an ICC or a CAB, and the courts have now
for many decades interpreted the antitrust laws to protect
consumers, not competitors, as the courts had originally
viewed these laws in the very early part of last century.

The principal theory of the reform movement was
that pure economic and price regulation served virtually
no public purpose and should be eliminated. Health and
safety regulation survived, of course. But the reformers
generally succeeded in limiting the agencies to setting
the end goals rather than prescribing the means of com-
pliance (i.e., setting “performance standards”), so that
the regulated interests could not manipulate the agencies
for their own benefit or to eliminate competition.

It is important to note here that the regulatory re-
form movement reached its high point in the late 70’s and
early 80’s under Presidents Ford, Carter and Reagan (and
generally Democratic Congresses) and was broadly bi-
partisan. A key leadership role was played by Senator
Edward Kennedy on transportation deregulation, aided
and abetted by his then chief counsel, Harvard Law Pro-
fessor—now Justice—Steve Breyer.2  And the reform move-
ment engaged all three branches. It was the Congress, of
course, that eliminated the ICC and the CAB; its other
initiative—the legislative veto—represented an effort to
look like it was reining in the agencies without actually
having to do any heavy lifting and was blessedly struck
down by the Supreme Court.3  For their part, the courts,
especially the D.C. Circuit and the Supreme Court, also
grappled repeatedly with agency oversight. Finally, the
White House entered the fray, especially in the early
Reagan years, to make sure that agencies’ regulations
preserved competition to the extent possible.4

An argument could be made that the result made a
significant contribution to the great economic expansion
that began in l982 under Reagan and continued for nearly
two decades until the high-tech bubble burst in 2000.
Certainly most experts attribute the significant difference
in GDP growth between the United States and Europe to
the much more deregulatory climate that prevails in the
former than in the latter. The question to be addressed in
the remainder of this essay is whether these past gains
are endangered by any recent developments. Two devel-
opments will be discussed—the effort to create greater
harmonization with Europe and the emergence of “regula-
tion by litigation” spawned by the trial lawyers. Both de-
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velopments, it will be seen, are heavily influenced by spe-
cial economic interests involved in rent seeking that en-
dangers the gains of the last two decades.

The Fourth Branch’s New Strength: the European Union
and Trial Lawyers

Although it is too early to be definitive, there are
warning signs that Europe may be trying to export its less
transparent and flexible regulatory system to the United
States in order, perhaps, to reduce the U.S. competitive
advantage. The European regulatory system differs from
the U.S. system in many respects—but the two most im-
portant differences are (1) the extent to which Europe
delegates the initial development of regulations to the
regulated industry itself in a manner that is not very trans-
parent and that invites rent seeking and “capture” and (2)
the general lack of judicial review of regulations. The lack
of review, of course, reinforces the lack of transparency
as well as the rent seeking. Put another way, the Euro-
pean regulatory approach—influenced as it is by special
interests—currently behaves a lot like the U.S. system
before the reforms of two decades ago.

Probably the most celebrated example of Europe’s
approach is its rejection of genetically modified foods
(so called “GM” products) in the admitted (by Europe’s
own technical experts) absence of any human health risk.5

This rejection has now been exported to Africa, which is
experiencing difficulty with its agricultural production and
could benefit from technological assistance.6  One can-
not avoid the suspicion that Europe’s (especially
France’s) heavily subsidized farmers are using the regu-
latory framework to disarm legitimate competition both at
home and abroad, to the disadvantage principally of
Africa’s farmers and consumers and secondarily of Ameri-
can farmers.

The problem extends further, however. In addition
to persuading African farmers not to use cost-cutting and
productivity-enhancing technology, Europe is also dump-
ing excess food production on Africa through the use of
massive export subsidies, which in turn are gravely threat-
ening the Doha Round of trade talks, and thus threaten-
ing the free trade system itself. It all has its origins in the
capture of government operations by private interests—
here farming interests—and then the distortions cascade
down the line. This is forcing the U.S. farmer to respond
in kind and this, in turn, is beginning to reintroduce the
kind of competition-chilling regulatory abuses that the
reform movement eliminated two decades ago.

It would be far better for Europe to embrace the new
technology and then use it, with the financial help of
export subsidies redirected to something productive, to
support development of liquid fuel alternatives to crude
oil, thus competing with the Saudis rather than the im-
poverished African farmer. But suspicion of biotechnol-
ogy extends to new drug development as well. Both Eu-
rope and Canada take advantage of the creativity of our
highly productive drug companies by slapping their price

controls on our drugs and putting all the burden of re-
search on the American consumer. This cannot last for-
ever, because Europe and Canada may succeed in export-
ing their price controls to us through reimportation, thus
eventually killing the goose that has been laying hun-
dreds of golden eggs.

The second example is the mass tort lawsuit per-
fected by the trial lawyers. Some of these lawyers are
quite candid in admitting that they are engaging in “regu-
lation by litigation” to achieve the results that the prin-
ciples of regulatory reform have denied them both in the
regulatory agencies themselves and in Congress. Need-
less to say, this is not what the Founders had in mind for
the judicial system. One illustration is what litigation is
doing to the delivery of health care. Tort litigation has so
driven up the cost of insurance in some states that some
doctors are moving out.7  In other states, tort suits are
disrupting the delivery of drugs to patients and impeding
the approval of new therapies.

Thus, the FDA began speeding the approval of AIDS
drugs in the late 1980’s on the condition that patient
groups and drug companies provide adverse side-effect
results in a timely and comprehensive fashion so that the
FDA could be informed of side effects that might have
been missed during the truncated drug approval process.
This experiment worked well enough that in 1997 Con-
gress extended the promise of expedited drug approval
procedures at FDA, in return for post-approval studies,
to all serious and life-threatening diseases.8  Post-approval
studies have, however, not been completed as promptly
and thoroughly as expected, which has delayed the speed-
up in drug approval. The reason is that prompt post-ap-
proval studies can be greatly abused by trial lawyers seek-
ing to file massive class action lawsuits, which in turn
also discourage patients from taking drugs they should
be taking.

In these examples, it is the trial lawyers who have
become the rent-seeking special interests, but the dam-
age is no less than if one competitor captured the power
of government to the disadvantage of another. In the other
case, it is Europe—or a foreign sovereign power—that is
influencing our regulatory agencies at the indirect behest
of their vested interests. Could these entities equally and
directly influence the Congress itself, which initially del-
egated the original authority to the regulatory agencies,
or the White House, which is responsible for the execu-
tion of the delegated law? The answer is that it would be
doubtful that U.S. trading partners or trial lawyers could
capture the Congress or the White House, which have to
face periodic reelection. But what reform measures will
now work to make these agencies more responsive to the
U.S. voter and less responsive to the trial lawyer or the
European farm bureaucrat is not yet clear.
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The Fourth Branch’s Future: Reform Must Come from
the Other Three Branches

As was the case with regulatory reform in the l970’s
and 80’s, the reform will have to be imposed on the agen-
cies by one or more of the original three branches—i.e.,
the federal judiciary, the Congress or the White House, or
some combination. For example, the actions of trading
partners can be influenced most directly by the White
House through the Trade Representative’s Office, with
Congress also possibly playing a key role. There is not
much, by contrast, that the Judiciary can do in the first
instance. With respect to mass tort “regulation by litiga-
tion,” Congress probably has to play the lead role—both
to provide for easier removal of the mass tort action at the
state level to federal court and to provide for preemption
of state tort law where interference is most complete be-
tween the tort action and the regulatory regime. The
courts will be directly involved, obviously, to rule on im-
plied preemption requests that, in turn, the White House
might seek in the absence of explicit congressional direc-
tion.

The question, though, is to what extent the trial
lawyers and the diplomats can divert the three branches’
attention away from the need to regain control of the
Fourth Branch of Government from today’s special inter-
ests. This question really is no different from the ques-
tion posed more than two decades ago—whether there
was political will to regain control of the agencies from
the “capture” of these agencies by the then-dominant
regulated special interests. The counterattack by reform-
ers to restore accountability to the Three Branches and
the public has begun—with the USTR fighting both
Europe’s retention of export subsidies and its opposition
to GM foods,9  and both the White House and Congress
opposing the trial lawyers.10  But the outcome, at this writ-
ing, is still in doubt.

∗ Mr. Gray is a partner in the Washington D.C. office of
Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering. The views and opinions expressed
herein are those of the author only and do not necessarily
reflect the views of Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering.
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